The most important thing about details is that you remember them long after you have stopped reading my piece of writing. Details are there to describe the settings, characters, and things in your story. Details can come right before nouns if they are adjectives (like *pretty* or *ridiculous*), or they can come after nouns when they are prepositional phrases (like *with the broken nose* or *beneath the bubbling sea*). Details are what help you go from having a good description to having a great description. But the most important thing about details is that you remember them long after you have stopped reading my piece of writing.

The most important thing about a paragraph is that it sticks to the topic. Paragraphs start with one of those spaces that’s called *indenting*. Paragraphs should probably be at least four or five sentences long. Paragraphs shouldn’t get too long. But the most important thing about a paragraph is that it sticks to the topic.

The most important thing about an adjective is that you choose the best one. Don’t choose just easy adjectives. Adjectives help you describe things better. Adjectives can be colors. I really love adjectives. But the most important thing about an adjective is that you choose the best one.

Today you’ll use this worksheet to help you plan three paragraphs inspired by *The Important Book*. After you choose each topic, first choose the most important thing and write that down. Then think up three REALLY INTERESTING DETAILS about your topic and write them down. Finally, come back to your first sentence.

The most important thing about ________________ is:

Really great detail #1:

Really great detail #2:

Really great detail #3:

But the most important thing about ________________ is:
The most important thing about __________________ is:

Really great detail #1:

Really great detail #2:

Really great detail #3:

But the most important thing about __________________ is:

The most important thing about __________________ is:

Really great detail #1:

Really great detail #2:

Really great detail #3:

But the most important thing about __________________ is:

The most important thing about __________________ is:

Really great detail #1:

Really great detail #2:

Really great detail #3:

But the most important thing about __________________ is: